Daily Schedule
If your schedule says A lunch you follow Lunch Group A Time Schedule
If your schedule says B lunch you follow Lunch Group B Time Schedule
The only difference is the 4th hour time

SYNCHRONOUS LEARNING- This means live simultaneous instruction held during students specific class
period time using the Zoom platform.. The teacher and students will engage in live conversation and activities as a
whole group or in breakout sessions. These will be required Zooms.
ASYNCHRONOUS LEARNING- This refers to teaching and learning that does not occur in the same place or at
the same time. Students during these periods might watch a recorded instructional session and complete exercises or
may follow written instructions to complete independent learning activities without live interactive instruction.
Students may also be able to check in with the teacher during “asynchronous instruction” periods. Zooms are
available to assist students who have questions. These Zooms will not be required.
Example of a weekly schedule:
Monday - Log into Canvas and read weekly lesson plans. Complete the assignment given.
Tuesday - Required Zoom lesson presented by your teacher.
Wednesday - Log into Canvas and complete the assignment given. Your teacher will be available via zoom during
the scheduled class period for students to hop on and ask questions. Zoom is not required, it’s just available to
answer students questions.
Thursday - Required Zoom lesson presented by your teacher.
Friday - Log into Canvas and complete an assignment. Your teacher will be available via zoom during the
scheduled class period for students to hop on and ask questions. Zoom is not required, it’s just available to answer
students questions.
This is an example - Required and Non Required Zooms may occur on different days Tuesday through Friday
depending on your specific classroom teacher.
TEACHERS WILL BE TAKING ATTENDANCE EVERY DAY Monday - Friday - Students will be required
to zoom or login to Canvas and complete an assignment every day during their scheduled time.

